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UCF war protesters march, ·draw debate
Group gains 22 members during campus march
. by Bill Cushing
. CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

An anti-war protest march scheduled
for 4 p.m. Tuesday saw the lines being
drawn as early as an hour before as a trio
of unidentified students tried to tum
over the sign-up table of Students for a ·
. Rational Society.
"I guess they just wanted to fight for
the status·quo," said Samuel Pigg, one of
the founding members of the proposed
group. By the time of the protest, the
group had 22 new members.
Students for a Rational Society (SRS),
which began more than a month ago,
had arranged the sit-in and march along
with the two groups: the Florida-Coalition
for Peace and Justice, and PeaceWorks.
While the groups gathered about 200
people for a protest staged at the Naval
Training Center the week before, about
20 to 30 people were actively involved in
the march on campus.
Immediately before 4 p.m., tempers
flared: In front of the SRS table, two
students, Robert Friederich and an
unnamed Iraqi, argued.
Calling Friederich's support of
President Bush the "typical kickass attitude," the. Iraqi student, who
is an American resident attending
UCF, challenged, "If you feel so
strongly about it, why don't you
drop your books and go?"

4U. I

•
•

As the protest began, a contingent
made up of student.s, yeterans and
military wives was brought to campus by
a counter-protest group known as Peace
Through Strength. ·
Led by William Turnbull Jr., a former
Orlando resident, the group shouted
down the protesters .
Although the numbers were behind
those supporting Operation Desert
Storm, the anti-warfaction was every bit
as vocal. There was plenty of opinion, but
little dialogu·e.
"We don't support Saddam Hussein.
Our entire platform is for getting the
troops back alive," Pigg said.
''We're concerned about the fact that if
he [Hussein] gets nuclear weapons, he's
going to use them," Turnbull said. He
explained that the group supports "peace
through superior firepower," an attitude
he believes has withstood the test of
time.
While admitting tha~ he believes the
current war is ·a no-win situation,
Turnbull would rather have the United
States reach its objectives.
The circle of 60 to 70 people drew
tighter as disagreement turned to
argument, then to obscenities and
threats.Meanwhile, an additional 40 or
more uninvolved students looked on.
The.anti-war group separated to sit in

see PROTEST page 4

WARATUCF
Um Ahmad, 26, takes part in the demonstratio~ on campus. She has family in
Palestine and Jordan. See Page 4 for more war demonstration photos.

Senate proposes to close
polls early, add po1·1 plaCe$
by Tom Kopacz. .
STAFF REPORTER

•

.
•

The student senate will discuss two
bills revising Student Government's
election statutes at 4 p.m. Thursday.
However, ~ecause the bills were tabled
at last wee~'s senate meeting, they will
not affect the upcoming presidential
election.
One of the bills (23-12) would reduce
th.e time area campus polling places are
open by an hour each day of an election.
Currently, area campus elections are
held from 4-9 p.m. Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday of each election week.
Ifthe new proposal becomes law, those
polling places will close at 8 p.m. starting
with this fall's senate election.
Main campus election times will not
be affected.
Sen. David Groover said a lot of area
campus students are parents and do not
care about SG.
Groover is chairman of the Elections
and Appointments Committee, which
introduced both bills.
Sen. David Mann said he objected to
passing the bill that day without asking
the area campus coordinators about
the bill.

Under questioning from Mann,_
Groover said he had not consulted with
all of the area campus coordinators.
However, he said he had consulted with
. Sam Bertzilian, South Orlando
coordinator.
''You're taking away the voting rights
of thousands of students," Mann said.
The other bill (23-14) adds two new
polling places on the m~n campus: in
front of the Education Building and in
front of CEBA
The only current voting place is on the
Green by the Health and Physics
Building.
It also adds three new election
commissioners for the main campus to
help staff the added booths. Currently,
there are eight commissioners.
If the bill is passed, voting in front of
the Education Building would be limited
to education majors.
Voting in front of CEBA would be
limited to business and engineering
students.
·
However, voting on the Green would
be open to all students.
Election Commissioner Jim Song said
to prevent ballot fraud, ballots would be

see SENATE page_7
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HEY, HUSSEIN
George Hogan, a supporter of President Bush's Persian Gulf action, has a
rnessage for Saddam Hussein. Hogan is a war veteran.
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The draft beer
it's not particularly attractive.
But in all our year.s in brewing business
found no othe·r container better
sUited for maintaining the consistent quality of .real, ice-cold draft beer than the keg.
So whenever you purchase Budweiser draft beer, it comes from a keg... ft~
Not because we still care that much about kegs. But because we L a•\~®~
still care that much about quality.
d\~ -~·"
Draft beer in kegs. Ifs just one of the reasons why l
Budweiser has remained the King of Beers©for more than ' " \ \ '
110 years.
·
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PLEASE RECYCLE OUR ALUMINUM CANS
BUOWEISERl!J.KING OF BEERS®• ~\988 ANHEUSER·b>J::;,, . ., ,

U CF REPRESENTATIVE
RYAN FISH 380-0064
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------.___--------'--/ ______WAYNE DENSCH, INC.
851-7100
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Protests reveal war support
Sµpporters of U.S. force fight vocal war started by protesters

•

by Melissa Stoker
COPY EDITOR

•

•

•

•

•
Julie Watson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

HAVE BARE WALLS?
Jeff Hale, a management major, browses thr9ugh the posters
displayed on the Green.

•

A demonstration of war protesters at noon
Tuesday lured what seemed to be as many or more
.
supporters of the Gulf war.
Four reasons supporters gave for their position
on the war were:
•They did not think the sanctions (boycotting
trade with Iraq) would have stopped Saddam
Hussein.
One supporter said the sanctions would not
have worked because Hussein is selling oil to
other countries, not just to the United States.
However, one anti-:..war demonstrator said the
sanctions would have worked because when a
country has only one major export- oil - it-has
got to do something.
SamRushing,memberofthe.proposedStudents
for a Rational Society, agreed the sanctions would
have been effeqtive, if given enough time. He said
Iraq's gross national product has already been cut
.
in ha.If.
• SupP,orting troops and not supporting the
war will only·bring the troops down.
''What are you gonna say, 'I'm concemed about
your well-being, but what you're doing is wrong'?"
asked freshman Mark Scheid.
Sophomore Chris Warticki agreed the United
States should support not only the troops, but the
reason they are in the Gulf fighting.
•War protesters offered no alternative to war.
"Nothingwill work until protesters say, This is
what we can do,'" Scheid said.
· •The United States is in the Middle East as a
war-prevention method, to stop Hussein from
attacking or taking over other countries .

•Scheid said he does not think Hussein would
stop with Kuwait. He said Iraq could use Kuwait's
military resources to become stronger, and then
move on to other countries.
Protest signs lay scattered on the
sidewalk near the Green. Some of them
read: "No blood for oil," "Give peace a
chance," "Mr. Bush, a kinder, gentler nation
doesn't kill the innocent," "We love our
troops - Don't bring them home in body
bags," "Peace thru non-violence" and
"Support the troops, not ~he wrL:."
Scheid said he did not understand how people
could support the troops but not the war.
''That's a contradiction in terms-you can't do
one without the other," he said. Also, he said\ve
wouldn't have to support troops if there wasn't a
war.
While one obvious war supporter stepped on
and kicked the latter sign when walking by it,
senior Dan Tipton said, "One good thing is they
[protesters] say, 'Support the troops, and not the
war."'
·
- In the heat of the demonstration, war
supporters were prompted to make signs.
Two of them read: ''We support America. We
support our troops. We support Dc~~rt 8tormW'
and "USA, love it or leave it, baby."
About five demonstrators for the war chanted,
"All w.e::are saying is kick Suddam's ass."
Later, a group about the same size with the
same purpose joine~ in singing "America the
Beautiful."
''This is the first time we've really been able to
do it," Scheid said. "I think the reason we fil"e able
to do something is we have so much international
backing:"

. . NeWS ClipS OO~~~'WWID!WJL•*~~1f&'ffiRY~-W~ID!JX®'.t.iltiltBiWmW'li11
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series of "Town Meetings"
throughout District 37 at 7 p.m.
Jan. 29.
The meeting will be held at
the East Orange Community
Service Center, 12050 E. Colonial Drive. The public is invited.
Representative Feeney will
update the con~tituency on
• ALAFAYA CLEANUP
The UCF Environmental matters pending before the
Society has its first highway legislature and take input from
cleanup starting at 9:30 a.m. the audience as to its concerns
Jan. 26. The Society has as we head into session on
adopted a two-mile stretch of March 5.
Alafaya Trail, in front ofUCF.
This cleanup is part of the •CPRCLASS
The Central Florida ChapAdopt.:.A-Highway program
sponsor.ed by the Department ter of the American Red Cross
of Transportation. Anyone in- will offer two community CPR
terested in direct hands-on classes from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
protection of the environment Jan. 26 and Jan. 29. These are
basic courses that teach lifeis invited.
The cleanup will take place saving emergency skills for
between the main entran·ce of rescue breathing, one-rescuer
UCF and McCollough Road. CPR and first aid for choking
The initial meeting place is the · for adult, ·child and infant vicMcDonald's parking lot at 9:30 tims. ·
The class emphasizes recoga.m. The Soci~ty will provide a
limited number of orange vests nition of heart attack and pre~d garbage· bags. Volunteers vention ofheart disease as well
are advised to provide their as accident prevention for chilown gloves, drinking water, dren.
Classes are offered on a preetc ...
The Environmental Society paid, first come, first served
meets at 4 p.m. every Tuesday basis. For more information,
in the SOL. For more informa- call 894-4141.
tion, call Sam at 277-9374 or
•CANCER SOPPORT
Craig at 339-2653.
, The "Care and Share Sup.
port
Group" offers information
•VETS' SUPPORT
The Student Veteran's As- and support to cancer patients
sociation is sponsoring a gath- and their families. Meetings are
ering to show support for the held from 2-3 p.m. Thursdays
troops in the Persian Gulf, with in the Radiation Oncology Despecial emphasis on the ap- partment at ·Florida Hospital
proximately 40 UCF students Altamonte.
Counselor Rosalie Londeree
who have been called to active
and Chaplain Fred Offenback
duty.
Many of these students are serve as group facilitators.
The Care and Share Support
actively involved in Operation
Desert Storm. To participate, Group is a free community sercome out to the reflecting pond vice of the Florida · Hospital
Cancer Center; free parking is
at4.p.m. Jan. 24.
available in the hospital parking lot.
•TOWN MEETING
For more information, call
State Representative Tom
Feeney will hold the first in a the center at 897-1600.

•VIDEO MEETING
The Video Production Committee will hold its second
meeting at 9:30 p.m. Jan. 24 in
Room 340 of the Education
Building. For information; call
TiJil Steinouer at 277-0140.
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• HEALTH ANALYSIS
needed to assist with telephone
Florida Hospital is sponsor- buddy programs for three hours
ing a two-part health assess- a week. The center is especialment program, ''Health Moni- ly in need of bilingual assistor." The program will be Jan. -tance.
~27 in the Pods at Florida HosTo volUnteer for tlfese or
pital, 601 E. Rollins St.
other programs, call the Young
Part one of the assessment Volunteers in Action at 896includes a lifestyle . analysis 0945.
questionnaire, blood chemistry
profile and a blood pressure • HELP FOR IMPOTENTS
check. _
"Sexual Dysfunction: 1991
At a second session, each Eilition" is the topic of the next
participant receives an individ- "Impotents Anonymous" meetual health report with 'h is or ing at 7 p.m. Jan. 28 ·in the
her lifestyle assessment and Chatlos Conference Center at
attends a wellness .seminar. Florida Hospital Altamonte.
The hospital sponsors IA for
Referrals are made to physicians for diagiiosis, treatment inen who are affected by impoand follow-up care.
tence and want to learn more
The cost for.-this program is about its causes and-treatment.
$40 and pre-registration is ·re- Wives and friends are w~lcome
quired. For more information to attend this meeting, ·which
or to register, call 897-1929.
is free and open to the public.
For more information, call
•PLEASE VOLUNTEER
767-2265.
The Volunteer Center of Central Florida needs help with • DIFFICULT CHILD?
several projects.
The Parent Resource Cen• GIWWS Literacy Council ter Inc. is offering a class: Paneeds tutors to attend a train- renting the Difficult Child.
ing workshop Jan. 25-26 in The class is ·especially deApopka. Also, bilingual volun- signed for parents of children
teers are needed.
who have been diagriosed as
• Paint. Orlando J3eautiful having attention deficit diSorneeds volunteers_ to adopt der, or for other. reasons are
houses for painting. This an- having behavior problems in
nual project provides paint and school and at home.
The class runs from from
improvement work to 60 homes
belonging to low-income elder- 7-9 p.m. It begins Jan. 28 and
ly and disabled people runs six Thursdays until
throughout Orarige, Osceola March 4 at Gateway School,
. 4000 Silver Star Road. For
and Seminole counties .
• The Center for Indepen- details and registration, cau dent Living needs help assist- the Parent Resource Center
ing with· hearing-impaired cli- at 425-3663.
ents. The position involves
pperation of a TDD telephone • GRAD FELLOWSHIP
Tens of thousands of dollars
relay device. Also, people are
needed to drive physically dis- are available for students inabled adults to leisure activi- terested in pursuing master's
ties.
or doctorates in such areas as
._ Hope and Help Center of fusion energy, nuclear engiCentral Florida needs volun- neering, health physics, raditeers to visit people with AIDS ation waste management·and
and the HIV disease at local .computational science. ..
Graduate fellowship .prohospitals. Also, volunteers are

grams sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Energy and
administrated by the Oak
Ri~ge Associated Un.i versities
provide full payment of tuition
and fees, monthly stipends
and the opportunity to gain
practical experience at .a DOE
laboratory.
, All programs require the
submission of a fellowship
application and completion of
the GRE. Students must have
received their undergraduate
·degree in a science or engineering discipline by May or
June. For applications or information, call Rose Etta Cox
or Portia Drost at (615) 5760138 or (615) 576-0128.
• NEW FILM CLUB
E film · is a young filmmaking organization away .
frQm the inbred film industry.
It is open to all actors, filmmakers, deviants and all who
want to express themselves
through film or video, or who
care to be around an exciting
film form.
An organizational meeting/
discussion will take place at
3 p.m. jan. 26 in Room 230 of
the Library. Call Anthony
Torres at 823-4220 for more
information.
•ATTN: CLUBS
To all clubs and organizations: The Student Center is
often called for information
regarding activities en the
UCF campus. Unless the activity is scheduled to take
place in the Student Center
or is sponsored by the Campus Activities Board, SC per-.
sonnel may not have knowledge of programs occuririg
elsewhere on campus. So,
please, when advertising, indicate the exact location on
the program. Please call Tracy Balkham in the Student
Center at ext. 2611 with any
questions.
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WAR PROTESTS COME TO UCF

•

•

..
Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

(left) Terrie Murphy, a Navy wife, is atlJCF to support her husband, who has been
in the Gulf for 5 months. Tim Squires holds a flag off to Murphy's left.
(above) Robert Friedrich, left, argues with "Abdul," center, and Bassit Jacob over
the United States' involvement in the Persian Gulf. They argued at an anti-war
demonstration on campus Tuesday.

'
•

•

•

•
Nancy Robards/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

e

William Turnbull holds back Robert Friedrich, who is a German citizen, attheTuesday
anti-war demonstration on campus. Friedrich is a freshman marketing major.
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(above) Philip Dellino, a freshman majoring in communication, screams at
cars on Colonial Drive to honk their horns for the troops. He feels people
s~ould

support the troops in Saudi Arabia.
(right) Students and relatives of soldiers in Operation Desert Shield yell and
chant at anti-war protesters at Church Street Market. They said the protesters
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are wrong and they are t!'Ying to show support for the troops. ·

•

War protesters separate th~mselves from supporters, sing '60s songs, voice views in megaphone
protesters began passing a
PROTEST
megaphone to one another and
_FROM PAGE 1
expressing their views.
· "Saddam _has already won,"
a circle to the west of the said Jim Bordonaro, a recent
reflecting pond. They began UCF graduate.
singing protest songs from the
"We'Tf?··· fighting for a piece of
1960s as well as variations of sand," he continued. According to
popularsongsalteredtofittheir Bordonaro, the president is using
theme.
the situation to institute a warAt 4:30, several of the time economy and establish his

''new world order."
After hearing this, the group
gathered in support of the Bush
administration surrounded the
demonstrators and again
heckled them.
About 5:10, the protesters
gathered. by the side of the
reflecting pond in order to march
the campus. Led by UCF senior
Lance Turner, the group circled

the Green, chanting, "We support
the troops bynotsupportingwar."
The protesters were then
warned by campus police assigned
to the area. that they were in
violation of UCF regulations and.
if the march on the sidewalks
continued, arrests would be made
and any students in the group
would face expulsion.
This prompted the group to

•

march to The Central Florida
Future office in an attempt to
receive coverage of what the
students perceived as the •
suppression of' their First
Amendment rights.
After a discussion between •
Turner and polic~, the group
agreed to stay off the sidewalks
and on the grass designated as
•
"free speech" areas.

•
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ANNOUNCING AUDITIONS FOR:

-CULAR K -

•

•

•

TUESD~Y,

JAN. 29

Auditions for the first annual U.C.F. Talent Showcase. Our very own version of Star Search with four categories consisting of Solo Vocalists, Group Vocalists I Bands, Instrumentalists, and Dancers (group or individual). ·

•

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 30
Auditions for the B.M.O.C. competition. The search is on for U.C.F.'s' Big Man. On Campus-- our counteq>art to
Miss U.C.F.

THURSDAY, JAN. 31

.,

Auditions for the approximately three remaining

openi~gs

in the 8th Annual Miss U.C.F. Scholarship Pageant.

.

.

All auditions will be held on the dates indicated above beginning
at 6 pm in the Student Center Auditorium.

•

.

.

Panhellenic Presents:/

.

GO

GREE~

When: January 28-31, 1991
._ Regis~ration: JanUary 22·28, 19.9 1
For· More Information Contact Shannon
Bradley · at 823-2072 or -Greg Mason ·a t
823-2824. You-may._ a1SQ -~pm8 . by Room
.223·in the Stude·nt ·.C.e nter•
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'Superboy' assistant director: Hardships worth it
of a project. Power comes from control of the
project. You have no control until you've proved
yourself through your ability as a craftsman."
You may only get four hours of sleep a day at
In _learning to be a craftsman, according to
first, but an assistant director of"Superboy" feels Robinson, the type of project you gain experience
all the hardships of training are worth it in the from is unimportant.
long run.
"There are no good or bad projects; each is
''We all have lofty ambitions when we start in simply different," Robinson said. "Through the
the business," said Stan Robinson. "I call it th~ experience you gain, your goals may even
'Spie1berg Syndrome.' You have
change. You may get into
to start at the bottom to get the ·
something and decide you really
"One is to have
experience, tenacity and fortitude
hate it. That's why youjustkeep' ·
to build your way up the ladder."
working, and keep records of
your parents .give
Robinson, who has worked for
everything you do, so you'll have
you a.couple
other programs such as NBC
it if you need it."
News and the Today show, shared
Of all the people involved in
million dollars ... "
some valuable advice with the
creating a project, Robinson
UCF Cinematography Club at
• Stan Robinson pointed out that only three.have
their Jan. 19 meeting.
any real creative control. Those
''There are two ways you can "Superboy" asst. director three are the producer, the
directer and the director of
become a director. One is to have
your parents give you a couple million dollars so photography.
that you can do a film. For most of us, that's not
"My job, as an AD., is to move the production
reality," Rohinson said. 'The other way is to company along to make sure that the day's work
become a good craftsman." _
is done on time. It's like a factory. Everyone has
According to Robinson, the goal of applying a job to do," Robinson said.
creativity to projects has to be secondary when
·Julie Watson/(;l:_N I HAL kUHIUA 1-U I UHt:
In order to reach the level he is at now,
you're trying to gain a foothold in the industry.. Robinson spent more than four years on 22jobs. Stan Robinson, assistant director of "Superboy," tells the UCF
''You have to have power to affect the outcome This is his third season with "Superboy."
Cinematography Association about .breaking into directing .

by Lynn Giles
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.CAB .revises Miss .UCF, adds BMOC and Talent Showcase
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

A revised Miss UCF pageant
has been re-scheduled for March
19 as the first of three talent
competitions.
March20, Campus Activities
Board will hold the first Big
Man On Campus competition.
CAB will hold the first UCF
Talent Showcase on March 22.
All three are part of CAB's
Spectacular Knights of UCF.

Vic Collazo, Student Center
assistant director, said the
swimsuit competition has been
replaced by a sports-wear
competition and the eveninggown competition has been
replaced by an evening-wear
competition. Talent and
interview segments remain.
"Because of the changes we
made, we're no longer affiliated
with [the] Miss Florida [pageant]
because they require both," he
said.

Because ·Miss Florida is
affiliated with the Miss America
competition, it requires all feeder
pageants to have swimsuit and
evening-gown competitions.
Collazo said it was unfair to
require Miss UCF contestants
to purchase gowns just for the
competition when such gowns
_
can cost more than $1,000.
''The BMOC is basically the
same thing as Miss UCF, except
for guys," he said.
"I think there are enough

talented guys on this campus that
need the opportunity to perform
and want the money," he said.
Collazo said the Talent
Showcase will have four
competitions:_solo and group
vocal, and solo and group dance.
"I think the Talent Showcase
could be _the premier amateur
talent competition in the s~te
of Florida," he said.
·
The top three in each category
will make it into the finals.
Collazo said all entrants will

receive at least $100 in
scholarship money.
He said four contestants in
the previous Miss UCF pageant
have dropped out. One of them
is no longer enrolled at UCF.
Collazo said he hopes to raise
asmuchmoneyforprizesforthe
three competitions as for last
year's Miss UCF pageant.
He said through ad sales and
sponsorships, CAB . raised
$8,000.
The entry deadline for any of
the competitions is Friday.

Some magazine salespeople
are not what ·t hey claim to.be
Company Inc. #29."
Some people in Orlando who have not
received the subscriptions in the time
Beware the friendly door-to-door specified have called the Texas phone
salesperson who wants to sell you a low- number on their receipts only to hear a
cost subscription to your favorite message from an operator giving them
magazine-you may have a lot oftrouble another number.
Some people calling the number from
receiving the subscription you pay for.
Representatives from Classic Sales Orlando have then forgotten to dial the
have canvassed both the campus . and Texas area code on the new number and
surrounding apartment complexes, have instead dialed the number for
offering discount subscriptions on various BookStop, a store offering students
magazines.
discollp.t books and magazines.
Several complaints have been filed
David Hisbrook, vice president of
·a gainst this company for non-delivery of advertising for BookStop, said the
magazines.
Orlando store has received several calls
The company is also known by other since Christmas mistaking the store's
names: ''Warrior Sales," "Untouchable
Sales" and "Century Circulation
see SCAM page 7

by Sandra Pedicini
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STUDYING?
Heather Meyer, a 20-year-old journalism major, studies by.the reflecting pond. She
is studying for a News Reporting class.

UCF.TEAM DENTIST
Our UCF Back to School
Good Knight Offer!

$1 o Check-up includes:
• Initial Exam • 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
Offer good with Valid UCF l.D. Only
Expires 5/3/91
Good on .initial visit only

COMICS

•

-..p AINTBALL

SUPPLIES

•

ROLE .PLAYING
GAMES.
IN THE UC6 PLAZA
ACROSS FROM UCF

(407)823-7246
82-DRAGN

282~2101
*THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR
PAYMENTHASARIGHTTO REFUSE TOPAY,CANCELPAYMENT
OR BE Rf:IMBURSED FOR PAYMENTFORANYOTHERSERVICE,
EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A
RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED FEE, OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

11780 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817
Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)
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WUCF acts as bridge between UCF, community
by Chase Hymer
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•
•

"

WUCF staffrecently held a meetingwith temporary
General Manager Dr. Bob Arnold to expose the. secret
talk that has been steadily accumulating inside staff
offices and disc jockey booths.
However, talk turned to programmingissues. Arnold
led the discussion and focused on some important
issues.
One of the most recurring of these issues is the
emphasis on what UCFs radio station really is.
"We are not a college station," Arnold said. "We serve
as a bridge between the wtiversity and the community.
"WUCF is not concerned about ratings ... We're not
pretending to be a real radio station."
The station is undergoingformatrenovation. Student
programming has increasingly become. an important
issue for Arnold and his staff to deal with.

SENATE
FROM PAGE 1

•

. placed in .an outer envelope,
similar to those used in area
campus senate elections.
That envelope has spaces
a voter's name, student number
and college.
·
Sen. Emily Rado said having
one polling place is unfair to

for

New programming changes will go into effect the
first week of February.
A two-hour block of student programming will be
installed from 4-6 p.m. Monday through Friday.
News concerning UCF and sports interests are
scheduled for this program, along with musical
selections.
This new program will be governed by a recommendations committee headed by student body President
Jeff Laing. Any suggestion for musical programming for
this show should be directed to Laing or WUCF.
Knight Rock has gained an hour, so now that program
will air from 11 p.m. to 5 a.m.
Preceding Knight Rock on Friday nights will be an
hour ofstudent programming. This programming would
take away an hour of jazz on Friday night, so the jazz
will be replaced on the following day's schedule.
WUCF will continue regular programming and
restrain from excessive coverage of the Persian Gulf war.

students.
She
also
said SG's
accessibility could be increased
for less than $1,000.
''This needs to be done," she
said. ''It's been held off long
enough."
Mann said he likes the idea,
butfeltiti~notnecessaryforthe

upcoming elections.
He also questioned whether
SG can pay for the added staff

and equipment rental with the
current budget.
"We haven't budgeted for it,"
President Pro Tern David Carls
said. "I don't think there's any
way we can budget for it."
Carls also noted that SG
cannot deficit-spend.
"We all think we should do
it," Carls said. "It's a question of
whether we can." He said he
does not think SG can deficit-

Arnold said the station will broadcast any important
bulletins on the air as soon as they become available.
Arnold suggested that listeners should tune into other
stations for de£criptive or lengthy discussions.
He said the station is not insensitive to the Gulf
crisis and will keep listeners abreast on any important
announcements or new developments.
Internal problems continue to fester at the radio
station.
Talk of secret discussions and writhing gossip came
out in the open at the meeting. Discontentment and a
sort of unhealthy rivalry seem to exist between the
program coordinators (now program directors) and
program/station managers.
Arnold said he wantc; these things out in the open
and both parties say they regret its continuatfon.
To help alleviate this problem, a meeting will take
place every two w_eeks now, regardless of Arnold's
presence.

spend.
The senate did pass one bill
affecting the upcoming election
(23-13), dealing with fines for
fliers and signs left up after an
election.
The Election Commission will
now be allowed to levy a fine of
up to $20 for . violations by
candidates, depending on the
severity of the violation.
Before, all violattirs were

- - - - - - - - - -- ·- - ··-- - - - - - - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - -- -1

•

fined $20 across the board,
whether they left up large signs
or small fliers.
The senate also passed a bill
(23-08) giving the UCF chapter
of the Florida Engineering
Society $1,055 · for the
Engineering Fair to be held Feb.
18-21.
Several senators praised the
society for raising $1,670 on its
own.

SCAM
FROM PAGE 6

•

CHECKING
T Free ATM card
T just for people

TM

25 and under .

No per-check
charge - .
'

,..

~~camonth

]ustCheckingrM is available only at these SouthTrust offices: Downtown Orlando
Banking Center 246-6000; University Blvd. 246-6050. Lake Mary Banking
Center 330-2300;/rom Orland~ 246-6060. DeLandMain Office 738-8800;
Spring Garden Avenue 734-3100; Deleon Springs 985-4661; Orange City
775-1400; South Daytona 756-6000; New Smyrna Beach 428-1011; Holly Hill
756-6050; Ormond Beach 756-6055; Port Orange 756-6060; Palm Coast
. 446-4400.

SouthTrust Bank
© 1991 SouthTrust Corporation

....

Member FDIC

. ·.·-

phone number for that of the
magazine salespeople. The
company, concerned that their
reputation may be damaged, has
checked into the matter .
"It's a complete fluke that the
BookStop is involved with this
thing," said loss prevention
Manager Kim Vogelman, who
has investigated the complaints.
When the telephone number
is called with the correct 713
Texasareacode,aconstantbusy
signal is heard.
BookStop called the phone
company and found out there
was no conversation on the line.
Although the companies do
go by different names, the
mailing_ address . and phone
number have remained
consistent on the magazine
receipts (P.O. Box 73206,
Houston, Texas, 713-288-9270).
The Florida attorney
general's office has been asked
for help in gettinga subscription
from Warrior Sales, but the
magazines were received before
an official complaint was filed.
Two complaints of nondelivery have.been Pied against
Century Circulation - one that
is pending and another that was
·sent to the Texas attorney
general's office.
The Texas attorney general's
office has received one complaint
against Warrior Sales and two
against Classic Sales, all of
which have been ·settled.
Officials said they are not
allowed to advise people on
whether or not they should buy
the magazine subscriptions.
Some students in the
Haystack East apartment
complex have been approached by
a salesperson from Classic Sales.
Patricia Egan, records
manager for the UCF police,
said several trespass warnings
have . been
given
to
representatives of Classic Sales
for soliciting on ca.mpus.
The Texas attorney general's
office offers a mediation service,
and anyone having trouble
getting their subscriptions "
delivered should call (713) 2235886 for assistance .
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Declaration of Candidacy for
ALL Student' Body
Presidential/Vice-Presidential
candidates begins on Jan~ary 28th
at 9:00 am and ends at 5:00 pm
on Friday February 1st in the Senate
Secretary's office in Student
Government.

Petitions for Student Body President
and Vice-President wiJl be
available in the Student Government
Senate Secretary's office at 9:00 am on
January 22, 1991.
.
'
.
.

Potential candidates must meetth.e ,following
criteria:
1) 2nd semester at.UCf
2)_ Enrolled at least 6 credit hours.at_UCF
3) At least 2.0 cumulative G.P.A.
4) In good standing with the University
Petitions must be returned to Student Government
in·the Senate Secretary's office no later than 5:00
pm on Friday, February 1,1991.

For more i.I).formation call Student Government at
UCF-2191 or stop by Student Center 155.

For more information call Student Government at
UCF-2191 or stop by Student Center 155.

,,
{SELECTION
Students interested in applying must attend ONE of the following meetings:
Feb. 4
10:00 am
SCA
3:00 pi:n
· SCA
Feb. 5
7:00.pm
Tropical Oasis
· ·•Applications will be handed out during each meeting•
: ,:,~: : <1ie: tilrement.si . ·

,~;1~t: >>.;, ~': TWo (2)'iefters

.

ofrecomm,enctatioO
:·:

·--·

:;.·'. __

·

•

·~

Questions? Call 823-2117 or stop by SC l98

•

•
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American families
pray for-sons and
for new economy

RECESSION.
)

lll£RE\ r s~o m
AttP Ii Plt>N'f ~ORT!

RECES5lON ~ BUT
ONL~

/

AMlLD ONE~

/

---

As U.S. troops storm their way into the desert, the
American economy plows along behind, carrying the
public with it.
Many Americans have changed their normal
routines with the onslaught of war. .
Some have family in the Middle East, some have
friends there and some know a person who has a
family member there.
But what about our economy? Is the American
public spending less money?
A recession was beginning, when the Middle East
theater suddenly moved to center stage. Americans
spent less this Christmas then they h..ad in years. The
wallets were tightening.
Real estate agents know now is not the time to be
in their profession. People were.b eing laid off, even in
Florida. Trends were developing for a full-scale
economic fiasco.
Toward the last quarter of last year, the United
States became involved in a war buildup. The country
suffered through the savings· & loans scandal, banks
failed across the country, gas prices were on the rise
and there was an overall public depression.
The public was confused by newspapers saying a
recession was on the way and by President Bush
saying it was just a slump in the economy.
Finally ,just as the "slump" became a real recession,
the United States beg~ the war;
We all know this is not the war to end all wars, but
it is enough to help pull America out of a slump. In
rac~, gas prices have already dropped a little. Still,
spending has not increased.
So where will the economy go now?
It is probable that the United States is not going to
go back to the free spending of the 1980s. It is also
likely war expenditures will stimulate the economy.
This war is a double-edged sword. On one hand,
the war should stimulate industry, but it will also
give a repressive feeling to the rest of the country.
People are glued to their televisions waiting for
newsofthewarinsteadofshopping, dining or spending
money elsewhere. There is a f~.elirig oflack ofreality
in today's citizens as they watch people fighting for
their land and lives.
·
Americans don't go out to dinner when their sons
are fighting a war. They wait. They wait for their
sons, husbands, lovers and friends to come home.
·Companies that produce military hardware are in,,
luck, yet they must spend more money on security
from terrorist threats.
N ewjobs are not being created. All that is happening
is a slight halt to the amount of people available for
work and people availahle to spend; the average
American doesn't have any more money to buy goods.
Gas prices have been frozen, but this will soon pass
and prices wilI'probably rise. People will not begin to
spend for some time, but this, too, shall pass.
The hardest thing to deal with is the war and the
war effort. Hopefully the war will end soon, and our
American troops will come home.

CPS

R~C~SS\D~ \ RKESS\ON\

Rt~~SS\O~\

DEPRESSION.
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Israel fought for oodles of years
As war erupts in the Persian Gulf, and I knew this
before it started and was going to write about it, all
eyes · turn to Israel. The Jewish and Christian
communities felt a hush as Saddam tried to drag
Israel into yet another war. The politics ofthe situation
have been expounded to the nth degree, but, in the
wake of the intensity and frequency of news reports,
I have decided. to give a very brief history lesson on
Iraq.
Bahgdad has not always been the capitol of Iraq,
neither has that ·region been called Iraq: it was
~nown as Mesepotamia, and before Bahgdad ever
existed, BabyIon was the seat of power.
The first warlord to conquer Mesopotamia was a
man named Nimrod. Nimrod was a hunter of men, a
man who ate the brains of intelligent people in order
to make himself more intellegent. He was responsible
for the building of Babylon and the .T ower of Babel.
His empire became divided, however, because we all
know what happened at the tower of Babel.
The next major king in that area was King
Nebuchadnezzar. Nebuchadnezzar is important
because, throughout the oodles of years that Israel
struggled with its surrounding states,
Nebuchadnezzar was the only Ahr ab king to conquer
Israel. Nebuchadnezzar was seated in Babylon, of
course, and it is interesting to note that
Nebuchadnezzar bowed down to the God of Israel. .
Alexander the Great conquered the world before
he reached the age of thirty-five. He conquered parts
of the world nobody even knew existed until years
later. Alexander the Great, after conquering the

•t•••

world, marched triumphantly to Babylon, city of
conquerors. There he proclaimed hjmself Emperor of
the Roman Empire, and proclaimed himself to be a
god. He died three days later.
In approximately 622 AD., a man came forth,
claiming to be a prophet from Allah, and wrote the
Koran. With an army of warriors, he marched on
Mecca. Their war cry was "Islam," meaning "submit
to Allah." His name was Mohammed, and his forces
conquered the Middle East and Islam ·became the
dominant religion.
Things continued this way for quite a while, until
1948. At that time, Israel was made a nation: In 1967 ,·
one of the most major nonhumerous occurances was
the Six Day War. Ih 1967, Egypt closed the Strait of
Ti ran, and there was war. Israel defeated the combined
powers of Egypt, Syria and Jordan and recaptured
Jerusalem and the West Bank, which is the source of
major Palestinian unrest.
As you can see, this region has had a history of
major warlords that have either come from this
region, or ended up in this region, not to mention the
colossal amount of warmongers I haven't even .begun
to talk about.
This is not to say that the non-Middle-Eastern
world is perfect, it is just for your information.

TV ads produce today's teens

There is a new television ad campaign underway
that might be most indicative of the direction our
society's values are going, and why.
©1991 ThoCenralflorldafU1>Jto
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
In this 30-second spot, a series of shots shows two
Business Office (407) 823-2601, News Office (407) 823-2865 competing companies of a single product. It depicts one of
these firm's employees hustling around town delivering
Editor in Chief
their merchandise and, at the same time, ripping down the
Jamie Carte
competitor's signs to replace them with their own.
Managing Editor
Jennifer Offenburger
What is the lesson here?
News Editor
Joelle Subourne
Let's take some wild guesses. First of all, it is
Roy Fuoco .
Sports Editor
perfectly permissible to destroy or cover up another
Opinion Editor
Jocelyn Jepson
firm's adv:ertising when it is a direct competitor.
Steven M. Conner
Confetti/Collage Editor
Secondly, it is more important to .eradicate one's
Melissa Stoker competitors.through underhanded means than it is to
Copy Editor
Michael Pohl
Photo Ed itor
surpass them through a better degree of work or the
Art Director
Brian M. Wente
manufacturing of a superior product.
Lloyd Whitehead
Pr~duction Manager
What is most bothersome about this particular ad
Business Manager
Thomas Negron campaign is the fact that the board of directors that
Office Manager
Tracy Osterhagen approved it is probably composed of elderly men and .
Advertising Manager
Vic Kirazian women who sptnd a good deal of their spare time
Ad Production Manager
David J. Shoulberg wondering what is happening to the morals of today,
Advertising Staff
Armand Cimaroli and why we are losing those "good old-fashioned
Jeff Celebre values that made this cotintry so great."
These peo:ple might've shaken their heads and
Staff Members: Scott Beaman, Steven Bell, Bridget Clark, Anne Decker,
clucked their tongues if they'd ever heard the Clash's
Cindy Farrens, Jim Ferguson, Jessica Plnkman
"Cheat Cheat" or the Rolling Stones' 'Winning Ugly,"
Opinions expressed In The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or Individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University A~mlnlstratlon,
yet
I have a hard time differentiating between the
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maxlmJm of 300words and include
the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are subject to editing for grammar
postures offered here.
andspaceandbecomethepropertyoflhenewspaper,subjecttothelrpublication. TheCentral
. There is a saying that was once put forth by
Florida Future is a free, non-profit newspaper published twice weekly during the academic
year and weekly during the summer. All meetings of the BOP are op9n to the public.
English author J. B. Priestley. It reads, "Like its

Central Florida Future

politicians and its wars, society usually gets the
teenagers it des~rves."
..
In t"Q.e last decade, we have seen blatant immorality,
if not illegality, from our politicians (Jim Wright and
Ed Meese are perfect examples), our military leaders
(Oliver North had no problem bypassing the
constitution.), and, the less said about our country's
religious figureheads, the better.
With television becoming such a major influence in
American life, particularly those of school age, it is
realistic to assume that more patterns are established
through this medium than any other.
The people who produce or condone such
Machiavellian attitudes and practices should consider
themselves ashavingforfeitedanyrights to decry the
loss or degradation of honor or uprightness that they
witness. If these people wish to know the source of
our country's failure to be able to compete fairly in an
open market system, they need go no further than
their own bathroom mirrors.
This advertisement is simply one more example of
exactly where the "wayward" youth of today is
_acquiring its outlook and practices.

Bill Cushing is a Junior studying English

.
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· Proud to be an American cind willing to serve
•
•

•
..

"
•

•

We all were shocked when the word was passed
that the American forces were engaging the Iraqi
forces. When reports came back that the Allied Air
Forces heavily damaged the Iraqi military sites and
all planes returned safely, I first felt it.
The next day, I was pulling out my uniform to get
ready for the usual Thursday routine. But, this was
not to be the standard Thursday I knew. I made sure
that the uniform I was about to wear was better,
crisper, and sharper than ever before. I knew that
this uniform not only reflected the United States Air
Force, but it stood for the entire Allied Forces in the
Middle East.
I looked at the pressed and starched uniform in the
mirror to make sure it was the best I could present to
the world. I felt it again. There was a tingly feeling
that came over my entire body. It felt really good! I
felt proud to be wearing the uniform, more so than I
ever had.
I went on campus to begin my AFROTC day. I
watched reports ofthe current situation in the Persian
Gulf and felt my tingly feeling every time I heard that
the Allied Forces were accomplishing their primary
missions.

The most memorable part of my day came when I
walked out of ROTC detachment and walked over to
the flag pole where the American and POW/MIA
flags were flying. I felt the tingly feeling even stronger
this time.
I had to let this feeling out and I did.
I walked over to the statue-like Field Training ,
I
Preparation cadfts
and told them that I was 'proud to
be in the U.S. Air Force and that I would never .feel
ashamed or embarrassed to wear my uniform. I told
the:m that I actually wished I w~s over in the Persian
Gulf and that I was willing to sacrifice myself to help
preserve the integrity and freedom of our country
and another country that is currently being
suppressed of these rights.
This is when I began to choke up. It made me so
proud to be an American and· to help spread- the
feeling of pride to my fellow cadets, that I was
overwhelmed ·with emotion.
The day progressed and my tingly feeling only
intensified. At our AFROTC Leadership Laboratory,
I stood, as I always do, saluting our flag during the
National Anthem; however, this time, I was to become
so filled with that tingly feeling that I almost thought

••111

I was going to pass out. I almost started shaking from
this incredible feeling.
.
As the song went on, I softly sang-0!!:.i the words
with a high sense of respect for what The words
meant. .
At the end of the song, I noticed a single soft tear
rolling down my face. I might have· normally been
embarrassed or afraid to be noticed, but this time I
didn't care. I was proud to show my feeling for my
country and our flag.
This little feeling didn't stop after the day ended.
This fe~lipg is with me now. I hope that someone out
there that doesn't know this feeling, will discover its
meaning and find that tingly feeling within them self.
I found a name for this feeling; I call it PRIDE.
-Benjamin R. Ungerman is a senior studying
computer science.
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washer/dryer, cable, call Chris 382-3047 or
work# 898-8808

Alpha Tau Omega
Congrats to our outstanding newly initiated
brothers! Welcome new pledges! You made
the right choice! Don't blink your eyes fsr a
second or you'll miss one of our hot events I
Acacia
Except for those protests and demonstrations,
the "Rock for World Peace" party was excellent. Congratulations to the pledges. Good
luck! Remember pledge meeting Tl}urs.
10pm CBll 147.
Delta Sigma Pl
Congrats to Jerry Roth-OUR Collegian of the
year. We're Proud! Pinning ceremony 7:00
pm Friday. Party at Julia's following Pinning.
Hold on to your belts anct. ties Ill ·

Need female roommate(s) to share 2bed 21/
2 bath townhouse in Chancellors Row. $300
own room, $200 share room. Call Kara 3807531
ROOMMATE WANTED to share 3-bedroom
house near UCF/Martin. Non-smoker, no
pets. $250/mo + 113 Mike 381-~495
House to share washer/dryer tennis pool call
Sandy 823-5606 Mon-Fri 9:00 am-5:00 pm
Oviedo area.

*Sherwood Forest*

For Rent- 2 bedroom 2 bath washer & dryeravailable Feb. 1, 1991 for $435 a month at
Alafaya Woods Ct. Please Call 273-0131

UCF Moo Duk Kwan-Tae Kwon Do-Karate
Club now forming beginning classes. Learn
self-defence and get in shape. Improves
flexibility, coordination, and concentration
skills. Plus it's lots of funll Classes Mon.,
Tues., 8to10pm, Thurs., 7 to 9pm in the MPR
in Educ. bldg. by gym. More info call 365-8866
or 240-3656. ·

RPS.needed PIT package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715

Word processing typewriter Smith Carena
Model #9500 Like new extra print wheels
Original cost $395.00 want $175.00 firm Call
2n..,1464 or can be seen at UC 6 Cinema

WE NEED SELF-MOTIVATED STUDENTS
Earn up to $1 O/hr.
Market credit cards on campus. Flexible
hours. Only 10 positions available. CALL
NOW 1-800-950-8472 Ext. 20 (Kathy)

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
Keep the memories 'round. Take a p~rt of your
college experience with you-your college
ring. Jostens! There is a difference; look for It!
It's Academic in the University Shoppes.

Tim Webber Catering is NOW HIRING!
Learn how to BARTEND
and make GREAT extra $$$11
Call 645-2754
Don't miss this GREAT opportunity!

Fox Hunt Luxury Town House all appliances
paddle fans 2-bdrm 2 bath Call Jim 657-7598/
380-8383
1,000 2ft 2Bdr 1Bath Duplex, walk to campusprivate parking: 12185 Diogenes Ct. Central
Heat-Air well tended yard, frost free fridge,
disposal, dishwasher, new carpet, new
drapes. Ciill after 7pm: 327-0884

Complete Typing/WP Services Fast
AES 2431Aloma#226671-4414

LSAT GMAT GAE Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores
Taught by testing specialists
Michael Tierney, 897-3300

'85 Volkswagen Golf $3200
Air ,am/fm/cassette
MSW wheels, etc
Call 679-6998
HERTZ CAR SAL~ at
THE CITIZENS BANK OF OVIEDO

Resumes, Term Papers- Best rates in town.
Excellent. Local. 679-6679

* 100% Financing on '89 & '90's
* $50 Pre-Approval Discount
* Special Low lntrest Rates

UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that offers FREE emblematic stone encrusting. Jostens! There is a
difference; look for itl It's Academic in the
University Shoppes.

Saturday, January 26th
at these two locations:
156 Geneva Drive
(downtown Oviedo)
1OAlafaya Woods Boulevard
(entrance to Alafaya Woods)
Call 365-5631or365-2212

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that still makes rings the
old fashioned way-with hand-crafted molds
made with real old world artisanship. Jostens!
There is a difference; look for it! lt's~cademic
in the University Shoppes.
A Bahamas Party Cruise $2951 Jamacia &
Florida 6 days $299! Daytona $159! Panama
City $991. Spring Break travel 1-800-6386786.

1983 Pontiac Firebird 305 V-8, 5 spd, black, Ttops, A/C, all power, cass/stereo. Looks and
. runs excellent. $3800 Call 678-9851

Thursday night means Knight Light- Christian Fellowship with an impact! Come meet
new people, learn about The Word, and find
out about the latest BCM events- Thurs SOL 7.

WP, EDITING: $1.25 & UP. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

BICYCLES: Nishiki Prestige 1Ospd racer cost
$400 new sell for $200. Summit all terrain
10spd $100 like new. Mike 260-0670 leave

Fast*Professlonal* Accurate
MIF N/S share 3/2 home 240 mth plus 1/2 ut,

Quit typing · Call Stress Alleviators Professiona lly typed & edited.
Writt en
projects(terms, resumes, etc) Call Barbara at
(407) 35 1-0065.

SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872
AFTER 9AM ALSO WEEKENDS

3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call DMV Properties inc. 657-1967

A.A. meeting every Wed. 12-1pm Bio. bldg.
room 140

Washer/Dryer $250. Desk $25 Sofa/chair
$80. Recl iner $80. Micro-oven $35. Call 2822600 or 381-6717.

HP 285 $120 call 657-7357 Joe

Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. B-46~8

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1 .00/pg. 366-4045

Go UCF Rugby! Good luck, guys, with the
game on Sat. 2:00. You're the best, so let's
show um! We love you! Rugger Huggers.
_Barbie none of your friends know where you
ar.e. Brett had a nervous breakdown yesterday! Meet us at the Wild Pizza tonight at 9 for
Gremlins. We're very worried. Bob+ Bunnie

MINI CLASSIFIED FORM
$0.75 per line: UCF Students; staff & faculty
$1.50 .p er line: Non-students &~usinesses
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY- No Refunds

Cost per issue:
Number of issues:
Less Discount(if any):
TOT AL COST:
-

...,..$_ _ __

UI$ - -

Insertion dates:

D GREEK CORNER
D CLUBI~1FO

OROOMMATES
DFOR RENT-

O FORSALE
OAUTOS
0 HELP WANTED
O WANTED

OSERVICES
OTYPISTS
D LOST & FOUND
D CARPOOL

OTUTORS
D OTHER
DLONELY•'s

DPERSONALS
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We helped

Walt make a
name for .
himself.
Walt took a seriuous fall as a college cheerleader. With a
lot of determination, and a little boost from us Walt is
.
'
making his mark as a successful financial consultan~.
Give the power to overcome. Give to Easter Seals.

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
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BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 16

•
"
•

•

•
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Greg Castaldo (I) and Chip Hummel are
in contentoin for the shortstop position.

•

•

•

•

•

Charles iviurruw1vt:i'I i HAL r-LOHllJA t-U I UKE

Damian Torino looks to replace Kiser
after 3 years as backup.

.

players battling for the.position include.
Damian Torino, a backup catcher for the
last three years, and Gabby Angulo.
Angulo comes to UCF from MiamiDade South Community College, where
he was a teammate ofChicago White Sox
pitcher Alex Fernandez.
As of the end of 'last week, Bergman
.
said Angulo had a slight edge.
At shortstop, threeplayersarebattlirig .
for the starting job. Chip Hummel, who
started.36 games last year as a freshman,
is the incumbent.
He started the year batting in the
.280s but slumped to .200 after coming ·
back from an injury. Hummel played a
variety of infield positions Jast year, .
including second base.
Carlos Mendoza, a transfer student
who grew up ·in the Dominican
Republic, and Greg Castaldo, a
sophomore from the University of
Florida, are also in contention.
"All I want to .do is play," Mendoza
said. ''When I was growing up in the
Dominican Republic, this is what I
always wanted to do."
Of the three players opting for the
position, coach Bergman said he feels
Mendoza plays the best defense but
does not match the other two in hitting .
"I think the coach will end up playing
whomever is hot," Hummel .said. ''You
definitely can't blame him for doing
that."
Bergman agrees, stating that the
depth the team gained in the off-season
will give him the ability to do some
switching around and using the talents
available to him effectively.
"We've got some talent and baseball
practice is getting a little boring,"
Bergman said. 'We need to get out there
and start playing."

At~e~tion all writers,

graJlllllarians, authors,
e~~ors, proofreaders, _
· Wo~~:nliths, essayists,
.·iexicographers, scribes,
..~ep9rter.s,· newshounds
- ~ . · and journalists:

,_
(

r

The Central ·Florida Future is now taking
applications for all of the above positions
(well, almost all of them/.
Interested parties may come by our office
(you. know, · the dumpy little trailer) next to
the Health Center. Or, write us a letter and
mail it to:·,
~
The Central Florida Future
Attention: Jennifer Offenburger

/

P.O. Box 25000

Orlando, FL 32816

r------~-----~----~-~-------------~--------~~--~------,
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BUR.G ER INGREDIENTS:
CHEESE SAUCE--·-- .
CHILI---MUSHROOMS---ONIONS---- ·
SWISS----

----HAM
----TURKEY

----f'Ef'f'ERS
----GUCCAMOLE
~~~=----BACON .

CHEDDER_:_ __
•

•

----SAUSAGE
~---ONION RINGS
---- 1 000 ISLAND

JACK----.
AMERICAN---- ·

'

•

"UCF·BURGER" YOU BUILD 1TH!
WE WANT·TO MAKE A BURGER JUST ·F OR YOU BUT WE DON'T KNOW
WHAT TO PUT IN IT! SO, NOW THROUGH MARCH 1st YOU CAN COME IN
AND VOTE FOR YOUR 4 FAVORITE TOPPINGS, JUST FILL OUT THIS
BALLO-r;--S-TOP BY AND RECIEVE A FREE lARGE SOFT DRINK WITH ANY
MEAL PURCHASE ...

•

•

•

I
L

GOOD ONLY AT ALAFAYA COMMONS LOCATION, NOT GOOD WI ANY

OT~R

OFFER 381-0379
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Seniors' leadership
serves men's·tennis
Freshmen, transfers key for women's tennis
by Robb Chamberlain
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

With senior leadership and
experien-ce, the men's tennis team will
be solid all the way down the lineup for
the fust time in a few years.
Athe men's team is coming off an 188 season a year ago.
"I expect them to be as good or a little
better than-they were l~st year," Coach
Lori Burdell said.
Pat Curry, a senior who played No. 1
two years ago, returns and should help
lead the strong surge to boost tennis into
the ever-growing group ofstrong athletic
teams at UCF.
.
At his side will be another senior, Jose
Perez, who was a strong player last year.
Ken Jack son, who held a record of207 at the No. 2 singles·position and 1 7-8 in
doubles, will also lead this team
dominated by semors.
· However, not all of the teani is
composed ofupperclassmen. Afreshman,
David Goldfarb, will also be in the

spotlight.
An interesting player to watch will be
Todd Burroughs, a transfer studentfrom
Palm Beach Community College.
Ironically, the first match set foot the
men's season was against his former
school, PBCC, but had to be changed on
the schedule.
The first match will be-at 9 a.m. Feb.
2 at ;Miami-Dade Community College.
A combination of strong returning
players and an influx of freshmen and
transfer students will be the key to victory
for the Lady Knights.
However, Burdell expects a tough road
ahead for the team. The team finished 616 last year.
''They need a lot of work," she said.
''They're a little stronger, but they need
some more recruits."
They will be led by last year's No. 1
singles player, Hane Rikshein, a strong,
hard-hitting player. Dina Caputa,
another returning player, will also help.
Burdell said Caputa, who played last
year, as a freshman, wa~ impressive.

Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Hanne Rickshiem and Krisen Ragsdale, the women's team No. 1 doubles pair,
practice for the upcoming season. UCF began its season Tuesday.
Burdell said she is happy With
freshman Kristen Ragsdale and said she
is a "nice recruit, a strong and powerful
hitter/'
Two students transferred to the team
this year, but one will miss the year with
an injury. Michelle Plant, from Virginia
Commonwealth Univer_sity, is sitting out
with a tom rotator cuff.
"Her injury makes the team weaker
than I anticipated," Burdell said.

The other transfer student is Valerie
Zuloaga, a juni~r who played No. 3 on a
strong Palm Beach Community College
team
Notes: The . UCF women's team
opened its season with. an 8-1 loss at
Rollins to the Lady Tars.
.
"I did not anticipate anything great
against Rollins," Burdell . said. "It was
the first match of the season so you don't
know what to expect."

.NFL presen,~s "The Big Apple Bowl" in Tampa
'(~

w~ ~l{~flff.~f,ff~~~;l~~~[~;:~~~:~jj ·~~il~~~!J,f~~~1~J:1~EE~~~jf~f1·

brutal defense.
Nick Pestillo, a senior, a communication
The state of New York is definitely feeling
W4ether you're talking about the '79 Steelers major, a "Yorkie":
proud this week. A genuine sports rarity has or the '89 49'ers, the best of the best had these
"Buffalo will win. I hate to say that 'cause I
happened to -it over the weekend. Not only di~ · two factors on their side. If you want more proof like, the Giants, but they [Giants] don't have a
their "distant cousins" of the north, the Buffalo just ask the Denver Broncos. They never had quarterback. Buffalo's running on all cylinders.
Bills, waltz into the Super Bowl, but their either; thus, a n 0-4 Super Bowl record.
It could, get ugly ... Buffalo 21, Giants 7."
spunky, home-town Giants overcame the odds
Even as I type this story, I imagine many of
Ori. behalf of Southerners everywhere, I guess
and KO'd the defending Super Bowl champion New York's finest fans are heading toward I have to make a prediction: "Dem Giants is big!
49'ers.
Tampa Stadium for the game. As most of you I don't know about that Jeff Hosfneger guy. He
Th e New- York teams traveled two entirely know, New York fans are shy, reserve people ain't no Bill Cimms, but BLT is a good ol'
different r oads to Tampa. The Bills overpowered who would rather read a good book than engage linebacker ... Giants by an inch."
the "still defe~seless" Miami Dolphins and .then in any loud or annoying behavior. So having to
I can only hope that next year Miami and
pumm eled the "still offeriseless" L.A. (Oakland, choose between the two state teams may be a Tampa Bay will repeat this innerstate Super
Irwindale-?) ·Raiders to earn their Super Bowl berth.
difficult task.
·
Bowl trend ... (Stop laughing! I can dream, can't I?)

RHODES

KING
.FROM PAGE 16

FROM PAGE 16

the line."

with her own play, however.
"I haven't played up to my true
potential. I can play mq.ch better,"
Rhodes said
·
Rhodes sees her team as
instrumental to her realizing
her peak performance and .
placed a great deal of credit on
the coaches.
"My drive to the baseline has
come a long way, along with-my
jump shot," She said. "The team
has a lot to do with my
performance.
"The coaches have a -lot of
faith in me. They push me and

King,from Casville,Mo.,started
· in four ofthe 10 games she played.
She was shooting 37.5 percent
fromthefieldand89.5percentfrom
thefree-throw.line. She was UCFs
fourth topscorerwithan average of
8.5 points a ~e. In her last two
seasons, King averaged 7.1and7.7
points a game. She led the team
with 15 block shots.
"Kingwas agreatcontributortn
the· team," teammate Yolanda
Rhodessaid. 'We'velostinsidehelp.
But we caii't look back on it, we

must goon."

TAN·FAS~IQUE
__

The Central Florida Future is looking for an
Assistant Sports Editor to work about three nights a .
week. Qualified applicants should have good writing
skills and some editing experience. Call us at
823-2865 or drop by and·fill out an application

tell me I can do it. They have
faith in me which enables me to
do better."
· Despite theinoonsistency ofthe ,
Lady Knights, Rhodes remains
confident of UCFs chances for
success.

WOLFF SYSTEM 1ANNING·AT

,
,...,

Assistant Sports Editor Wanted

-~,

TANNING SALON
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{and be a Winner!)
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BIRKENSTOCK FOOTWEAR._S TORE
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CHURCH STREET
STATION EXCHANGE
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Bigger, noisier, appreciative
crowds spur Running Knights
by Glenn carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

•

•

..

•

Fans love a winner. The UCF
basketball team has seen proof
of that.
Attendance in the UCF
gymnasium for the Running
Knights' past two games has
exceeded 1,000 fans. Last year,
the Knights averaged 550 fans
per game.
"I think the reason for the
bigger crowds is the fact that
the Knights have won as many
games half way through this
season as they did _all of last
year," said Stephen Klein, a
senior electrical engineering
student.
The Knights have won seven
and lost eight games so far this
s~ason, -but a victory over
Brandon University (Canada)
was dropped from the record by
the American South Conference.
The ASC ruled the deletion
due to the fact that Brandon
doesn't play at least 50 percent
ofitsgamesagainst U.S. schools.
"A home crowd can play a big
part ifthey're behind you," UCF
center Ken Leeks said. 'This
year I've noticed the crowds [in
the UCF Gym] are a lot bigger
and a lot louder."
Home team fans can help the
home team and intimidate the
visitors. In the Knights' last
home game, a loss to Louisiana
Tech, both Bulldog players and
their coach noticed the
enthusiasm of the UCF fans .
''I heard them at the foul line,"
Your time is precious. Tech's
P.J. Brown said. ''They
And so are the lives you could save.
were definitely loud."
Give us a little of your time.
"I'm happy that UCF is
Volunteer with the Red Cross.
moving out of this small gym
Call 894-4141 for more information.
next year," Tech Coach Jerry
- - - - - - - - ' - - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' L o y d said. "This gym is so
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - . intimate and their fans get so
involved."
Next season the Knights will
play in a new basketball arena
that will hold 5,100-- small
compared to the average ASC
home site that holds 9,100. The
largest home facility is the
Cajundome, the home of the
South western Louisiana
Have Great Semester...
.

Target rop=fcs
678-2022

•

a
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Ken Leeks' battles inside often provide a lift for the UCF crowd. His
dunks and blocked shots can bring the crowd to its feet.

Ragin' Cajuns, which holds
12,000.
Knight Boosters and
students are gearing up for
the new UCF arena, as proven
by season ticket sales
beginning in December.
"So far we have sold 380 of
the seats that will have name
plates with the owner's name
on them," said Brian Crews,
assistant executive director of
Knight booster~ and ticket
manager. "They are acquired
by donations to the boosters.
Regular season tickets will go
on sale when an exact price is
established. Theywillcost$50-

$75."
"We haven't done enough
for our fans that support us so
far I don't think," freshman
guard Sinua Phillips said. ''We
hope to pull some more
[victories] out for them."
The Knights wiU take a 2-4
road victory into hostile
Cajun Country this week .
They faced the New Orleans
Privateers Wednesday night
and will play the Ragin'
Cajuns on Saturday.
The Knights' next home
game is scheduled for a nonconference contest against
Florida International Jan. '29.

Thank You for Your Support!

FRAME AND FUTON
$195.00*

:•

A little reminder from the Environmental Defense Fund
that if you're not recycling, you're throwing
away a lot more than just your trash.
~
' 1
Recycle. Save our environment.
™ ~

B)f7r!1
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Jefferson, Connor depart ·football team
by Roy Fuoco
SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF football team learned last week that it has
two players who will leave UCF earJy.
Wide receiver Shawn Jefferson and offensive tackle
Derrick Connor, bothjuniors, willnotreturn next season.
Jefferson's departure is not unexpected. Beca~se
Jefferson is a proposition 48 .player, he loses a year of
eligibility.
Earlier in the season, Jefferson said he did not expect
to return and wanted to make the most of the season.
Assistant Coach Mike Messina said Jefferson will
participate in the pro combine in early February. Sean
Beckton will also be there. Both wide receivers have
drawn interest from the NFL scouts.
Jefferson leaves UCF with 77 career receptions
including 38 receptions this year. He was slowed early

Shawn Jefferson

Derrick Connor

... prop. 48 casualty

...to focus on studies

in the season with injured ankles.
Connor's departure, though not completely a surprise,
was a little unexpected. He has one year of eligibility

remaining but chose to concentrate on his studies. He
expects to graduate in December.
"I listened to a lot ofpeople, but I'm sure it's a decision
I'll stand by," Connor said. "I know when the first game •
rolls around, I 'II say to myselfthat I should be out there.
But everybody who completes their eligibility thinks
the same thing."
UCF must replace four of the starting five offensive
lineman for next season. Center Craig Marsden and
guards Andrew Bishop and Tom Laippley have all
completed their eligibility. Only Alex Goforth will return.
''That had a little to do with it," Connor said. 'When
I first got here and I was a rebel without a clue, those
were the guys who really helped me out. They took a lot
_
of pressure off me."
Connor, who missed the first two playoff games
with an injured knee, returned to play his final game
in the Division I-AA semifinal when UCF lost to
Georgia Southern.

Offensively, defensively·
.Rhodes scores for UCF
Junior guard 2nd leading scorer for Lady Knights
Rhodes constantly pointed to aner the
loss to Louisiana.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Although Louisiana dominated,
Rhodes played a strong second half.
Be it a commanding first conference She scored 13 of the 24 p.oin ts registered ·
win against Arkansas State or a by UCF in that half.
''Yolandadidanicejobforus,"Knight
runaway loss to Louisiana Tech,
Yolanda Rhodes stands out with her said. "She was matched against Sheila
defensive skill and team motivation Etheridge, and in the second half was
skills.
very strong defensively."
Against
Rhodes
Arkansas State
credited the coaches
Thursday, in a
with much of her
"Yolanda is probably the
game that UCF
second-half success.
heart and soul of our
won,
83-6_4,
''The first half,
Rhodes was 6-ofI didn't perform
basketball program ... We
16 on field goal
well," Rhodes said.
need more players like
attempts and 2-of"In the second, they
3 on free throws.
motivated me, with
Yolanda."
She finished with
faith
and
15 points.
confidence. They've
Rhodes was
• Beverly Knight . helped· with my
matched against
defense and with my
women's basketball coach
shooting."
ASU'S
Sonya
Tate, who had
Knight
been averaging21
expresses nothing
points per game. Rhodes held her to but praise for Yolanda.
two points.
"Yolanda is probably the heart and
"Yolanda had the toughest defensive soul of our basketball program," She
assignment on the court and she rose said. "She's our second leading scorer
to the occasion," Lady Knight Coach andourbestdefensiveplayer. Her heart
Beverly Knight said. "She shut down is in UCFwomen'sbasketball. We need
Sonya Tate. Yolanda's defensive play more players like Yolanda."
•
was a key to the win."
Rhodes, who is averaging 14. 7 points
"I w.as able to do it with the help of a game this year, isn't quite as happy
my team," Rhodes said.
It was this stress on the team that
see RHODES page 14
by Michele Dragonetti

Michael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Yolanda Rhodes, who has been counted on to be a high scorer sinc·e her freshman
year, has done the job defensively. She held the ASC's 2nd leading scorer to 2 points.

2 positions need.to be filled
3 vie for the starting Shortstop job
while 2 look to be No. 1 catcher
\.

quits team ·
after suspended
by Michele Dragonetti
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by D. Scott Hoilman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

As the UCF baseball team prepares for the
upcoming seaso11, two positions - shortstop and
catcher - are being hotly contested this spring.
One of the players lost from the 1990 team is
Bobby Kiser, the four-year starter. A third baseman
his freshman year, he has given the catching position
stability the past three years.
Kiser hit .280 in the 1990 season with 63 RBI's
and eight home runs. He committed two errors in all
60 games last season. His fielding percentage of .994
led the team starters.
''We are going to miss Kiser but I don't think we're
going to be in r~al bad shape," Bergman said.
Filling Riser's shoes will be a difficult task. The
see BASEBALL page 13

~ing

Gabby Angulo, a transfer from Miami-Dade South
C.C., is in contention for a starting position.

Senior center Shannon King left the Lady
Knights basketball team after having been
suspended by Qoach Beverly Knight from the
last road trip to the University of Texas-Pan
- American and Lamar.
Knight did not- comment specifically on the
reason for King's suspension.
"It's unfortunate that it happened," teammate ,
Nina Nunes said. "She'll be missed, but Shannon
wasn't happy. That affected her decisi9n."
Knight, while acknowledging the negative
impact Shannon's absence will have on the team,
pointed out the positive.
"The loss of King leaves us with only three
true post players. That will hurt us down the
line," she said. "But the attitude and unity on
our team has improved. That will help us down •
see KING page 14

------------------------------------~~------------ ·
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Scorpions produce pleasant, fast-paced lyrics

•

A Diffe~ent Kind ·of Weather, though rather obscure, will be an interesting change
• Crazy World
Artist: The Scorpions
Producer: Keith Olsen
Label: Polygram

''C

rc;izy World" is the
latest hard-rock
product of The
Scorpions. The first single,
"Tease Me Please Me," has
already hit the charts with its
easy, yet fast-paced rhythm
and lyrics.
When one thinks of The
Scorpions, hard rock and sex
straight from the heart of
Europe are probably the first
things that comes to mind.
The Scorpions are all from
what used to be known as West
Germany and have experienced
more success in the
international hard-rock scene
than any other German b~d.
"RoQkMe Like A Hurricane"
on the band's "Love At First
Sting'' album remains as one of
the classic hard-rock songs of
the '80s. "Love At First Sting''
gave them their first taste of
international success as it sold
more than two million copies
worldwide.
Their next big selling album,
1988's ''The Rb:9ft;hm of Love,"
gave The Scorpions an even
larger audience as their
popularity increased on both
sides of the Atlantic Ocean.
The Scorpions have played
with several other well-known
bands, such as Judas Priest,
Iron Maiden and Ozzy
Osbourne, that included an
appearance in ''The Decline and
Fall of Western Civilization:
The Metal Years."

In "Crazy World,,, all of the
lyrics are written in and sung
in English. A tinge of Klaus
Meine's German accent still
remains in his vocals, giving it
a fitting-uniqueness.
·
Crazy World doesn't have
any fantastic terrific songs, but
it is pretty consistent in its
quality.Songs like ''To Be With
You In heaven" and "Send Me
An Angel" are very mellow and
romantic.
"Kicks After Six" describes
the life of a young frustrated
female yuppie who releases her
tensions after she removes her
"suit and tie." The lyrics "Dain'
time from 9 to 5" and "the hours
waste away" really make you
wonder about the real value of
your job and life. "Money and
Fame" is about the value of
love and emotion compared to
the "dangerous game" and
"sensations." The song contains
.
a great guitar solo.
Crazy World is probably the
most thought-provoking, as it
involves the world's problems
with peace. ''We can find the
Titanic... Put a man on the
moon, but we can't fix our
backyard." The last verse says,
"They spent our money on
missiles for the third world.
war... now they're stacked in
my back yard. We don't need
them anymore."
This album is good to listen
by yourself, at parties or even
in your car. It's very basic;
nothing on it will blow out your
brains. However, it does have a
lot of speed, which can be a
refreshing quality after hearing
New Kids On the Block.

• A Dtfferent

KindQ[Weather
Artist: THE
DREAM
ACADEMY
Producers:
David Gihnour,
Anthony Moore
and Nickl.atrdClowes
Label: Reprise
Records

I

n 1984, an
int:ro.spective and rela-

•

tively soft single

was releaseq
by a new band,
The Dream
Academy.
"Life in a
Northern
Town" was
followed with
its
debut
album,
another in
1987,
and
most recently,
A Different
Kind
of
Weather.
Unfortunately
Reprise Records
for the bill;ld,
it has existed The Dream Academy returns just in time for these turbulent '60s-like times.
in relative
lyrics are interesting, if-you cover of "Love," from John
obscurity since its first hit.
The trio is led by NickLaird- can decipherthe perhaps-too- Lennon's first solo album.
Clowes, the lead singer, who creative printing on the The message was very simple,
sounds like Corey Hart and cassette insert. The lyrics and the groove of the song
occasionally Morrissey (the were sometimes confusing was a welcome surprise,
former lead singer of The because of ambiguous though the hare krishna
Smiths). The production is transitions
between chants seemed to drag.
great and sounds something interperso~al relations_ and
"Forest Fire" was at once
broader social issues.
like Pink Floyd ..
The music is nice and the
The album opens with a
see DREAM page 4

'Jurassic Park' educational, entertaining
TITLE: "Jurassic Park"
AUTHOR: Michael Crichton
DATA: Alfred A. Knopf, 413
pages, $19.95
·

"
•

The Charts
Week ending Jan. 19

flies in to verify the safety of they're not slow and are
Country Singles
the facilities. Made up of a hardly stupid, as those on
. paleontologist, a paleo- the island soon learn.
1. "Unanswered Prayers"
botanist and a chaos-theory
The story follows the
Garth Brooks
mathematician, the group is current line of thought that
2. Forever's As Far As I'll
given a sample tour of the dinosaurs were a linkbetween
Go"
grounds by the park's reptiles and bii-ds. Crichton
publicity coordinator. They also takes the time to acquaint
Alabama
are joined by Hammond's the reader with procedures
3. "I've Come To Expect It
grandchildren.
in genetic engineering, as well
From You" - ·
Murphy's Law takes effect · as the basis behind the chaos
George Strait
and everything that could go theory of mathematic~.
4. "Rumor Has It"
wrong, does go wrong. The
He uses his fictive
Reba McEntire
island's
backdrop to
5.
"Come On Back"
power is lost,
at.t ack some
Carlene
Carter
"Discovery is
rendering the
of our basic
park's
chauvinistic
- always -the rape of
Hot 100 Singles
electrified
notions
the
natural
world.
protective
concerning
1. "Love Will Never Do"
Always."
fences and
our domJanet
Jackson
monitoring
inance over
2.
"Justify
My Love"
syste. ms
the life forms
-Michael
Madonna
useless.
ofthis planet.
Crichton,
A member
3. "High Enough"
WhileHamof
HamDamn Yankees
m on d's
Author
mond's
fantasy
4. "The First Time"
group
is
crumbles to
Surface
involved in an industrial pieces, Ian Malcolm,
5. "Sensitivity"
espionage ring attempting to Crichton's unorthodox
Ralph Tresvant
steal -laboratory samples of mathematician, observes,
the DNA being used for "Discovery is always the rape
of the natural world. Always."
cloning.
The protective ~easures,
Reviewed by Bill Cushing
which Hammond's biologist
@1991 Billboard magazine
assumed were imprinted in
the dinosaur's genetic
makeup, suddenly appear
ineffective.
Steven M. Conner
Bridget Clark
Problems are further
Editor
Assistant Editor
complicated
by
the
traditional view that the
Brian Wente
Lloyd Whitehead
park's living attractions are
Art Director
Production Manager
big, slow and stupid. That
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assumption is correct on one
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n "Jurassic Park," writerteacher-mathematician
Michael Crichton has
taken the Frankenstein story
several steps fmward while
mixing in elements of his own

I

Crichton
has distinguished
himself as a
writer
of
some stature
and, as one
familiar with
the scientific
world and its
workings, he
blends both
sides of the
brain with
results that educate while
entertain.
"The Andromeda Strain"
dealt with the viral world of
microbiology,
"Congo"
combined primatology with
the electronics industry, "The
Great Train Robbery"
dissected a grand heist while
exposing the social structure
of Victorian England.
"Jurassic Park" explores
the field of genetic
engineering, a combination
of science and business that
Crichton observes as today's
greatest potential danger
simply because its use is

scientists,
engineers,
mathematicians and
designers to
realize
a
dream of his:
The genetic
recreation of creatures that
disappeared from existence
during the Jurassic Period,
some .2 00 million years ago.
The result is Jurassic Park. a
fully func-tioning "zoo"
containing 15 species of
dinosaursasthemainattraction
It is a prehistoric version 6f
Busch Gardens and is
nearing completion when, as
1nmostcaseswheremankind
tampers with the natural
order, things are not as
controlled as they seem.
When Hammond comes
under investigation by his
investors, a team of scientists

.
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Put yo1.1r Ha111D1er down.
by Bridget Clark

If you missed -them as the openers for Jesus and Macy Chain
and Peter M~hy, or ~eadlining this past summer, you·shotild
have pac~ed into their sold-out show in Visage this month.
This could be the last tour for Nine Inch Nails.

•

eah, how many times have you heard
that before? Countless other bands
have made the same statement to later
grace the concert stage. But typically,
these are established bands with secured backing.
Their careers would remain relatively unscathed
if they never set foot in a tour bus again.
But not so far for Trent Reznor and.his gang of
rusty tops. This fourth tour in one year is in
support of "Sin," the third single from their sole
album Pretty Hate Machine.
When I spoke with Reznor in July, he was
anticipating the finalization of the tour by the
fall and then studio time for the second album.
So when I heard of this current tour, I expected
"the upco~g release of the awaited follow-up
record.
So much for an assumption. I should have
foreseen a problem when the single for "Sin" was
supposed to hit the air inAugust but was delayed
until December. And the new album? The plot
thickens ...
Reznor had hoped to begin work in the studio
after their return from Europe, but his record
company, 1VI'unes, had other plans. Not only
did the company distort Nine Inch Nails'
conception for the "Sin" video to the extreme
where the group refused to finish it, but it wanted
to commercialize the group into a new Love &
Rockets.
Add more frustration to Reznor's life. He sang
. vocals on a track for Al J ourgensen of the famed
Ministry. He wanted no royalties or recognition
for his contribution, only the satisfaction of
creating music with a friend.

Y

But when he approached TVT with the news
posthumously, it confronted Jourgensen's
company for a percentage. This infuriated Reznor
so that he told Jourgensen to re-cut the song
without his vocals.
The future of Nine Inch
Nails is ...? A lot is
dependent upon how
much more Reznor
can take.
Because "Sin" is
the last single to be
released, .the band
cannot be coerced
into continuing this
hobby of life-on-theroad. But if it is able
to capture studio
time, Reznor said the
product will not be
like that ofthe current
Nine Inch Nails.
"It will never be the
Nine Inch Nails like
this again," Reznor
said.
To Reznor, it's just
another case of a
power
(money)
hungry mongrel crushing creativity. A reference
is then made about the record company president
and his consequent inability to find a date .
Maybe he should have takenReznor's place on
tourwith the Revolting Cocks. I doubtJourgensen
would be happy with that arrangement.

g111,,ga~ti!,,i.$it.gt.!,\lhl•fJl(.;.J•

• • •

. and
pickup
some
Nine Inch
Nails
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-~ 'Intruder' a 'go to the bathroom anytime film'
Depardieu makes first appearance, in 'Green Card,' one that everyone should view ,
by Troy A. Pierce

Andie MacDowell and
Gerard Depardieu star in
the Golden Globe winner
for Best Picture, "Green
Card."

THE TOKEN SYNOPSIS:

''F

lightofthelntruder"
attempts to tell the
story of how a Navy
pilot deals with his partner's
death. It goes through his
realization ofthe worthlessness
of the missions he flies as
• opposed to the risk of not
coming back from those
missions, and it tries to show
how those around him react to
' the same situations. .
The movie climaxes. when
the pilot convinces a veteran
pilot to accompany him on an
unauthorized bombing mission
into a restricted area.
.

Touchstone Pictures

mind. They begin by making
the audience laugh and end by
', giving the theater a new
sensitive appreciation of
George.
Depardieu craftily handles
the mystery ofjust who Forray
is, and he slowly gives a little
taste in each scene of what
finally ends up being the man
Bronte falls in love with.
Depardieu is a master of
holding in his emotions while
at the same time revealing
them for all to see; he fulfills
Fer~hing that makes George
complete.
MacDowell, who played the
conservative, y~t erotic wife in

THE HARSH REVIEW:

,.

,.

1

'

.•

'"

~

Some films are never meant
for greatness, and I have to
imagine that this is the case
with "i1ight of the Intruder." I
hope audiences don't get caught
up in the patriotism of the Gulf
war and overlook this movie's
many weak poin ts. It would be
a shame to tell Hollywood that
America wants more pictures
like this one.
"Intruder" does have .a
talented cast, but there is only .
so much that can be done with
a "go nowhere" script. Danny
Glover, Willem Dafoe, Brad
Johnson and Rosanna Arquette
must have been paid really well
to stoop to this film. I agree it
does have some funny oneliners. However, there is no·
way they alone can carry this
lead balloon.
I felt no compassion for any
of the characters and was.
insulted when pitiful dialogue
(especially Arquette's) was
intended to instill in me some
heartfelt reaction. This is just
one of the many rec·ent
examples of a "go to the
bathroom anytime film" where
you will miss 'n othing if you
trek off to the porcelain
kingdom in the middle.
Heck, I would even suggest
buying your snacks after the
movie starts so that you won't
have to wait in those long lines.
The story is really
unbelievable as presented
mainly because there is just
too much to be accomplished
and not enough time to do it
properly.
Things happen so fast that
they are robbed of validity and
quality. The final scene could
have been completely cut and
would not take away from the
movie.
Ifyou must see "Flight of the
Intruder," I would suggest
waiting for the video. Even
then, I wouldn't recommend
putting it in your vid~ocassette
recorder.

· Report Card
Film: "Green Card"
Starring: Gerard Depardieu, Andie MacDowall
Grade: A

Film: "Flight of the Intruder"
Starring: Willem Dafoe,
Danny Glover
Grade: D

see GREEN CARD page 4
by Troy A. Pierce
ndnow,straightfroma
laboratory deep in .
France, we present Dr.
Frankenstein's latest creation,
Gerard Depardieu.
_
Made with only the fin~st
available ingredients: nose of
Malden, hair of llama and lard
of Barr. A shriek goes up from
the spectators, "Hasn't this guy
ever heard of shampoo?" Yes,
there is too much grease in the
hair.
But wait, the creature
speaks, and then he begins to
move. There is a grace in his
gait and a welcome warmth in
his French accented baritone.
His physical attributes start to
fade away allowing for a
comfortable acceptance of the
creature ... no, of the man, to
begin.
Gerard
Depard,ieu's
inaugural appearance on the
American big screen is one not
to be missed. I. don't know about
the rest of you, but I'm tired of
seeing some mediocrely
talented Adonis playing the
romantic lead in a movie.
In "Green Card," we get our
retribution. Depardieu is the
hero we average folks would be
proud to iron-on-transfer to our
T-shirts.
In "Green Card," Depardieu
plays George Forray, a French
composer who marries Bron~e
Mitchell (Andie MacDowell) m
order to stay in the United
States. The two never figure on
having to see each other again
after the ceremony.
When they depart, the only
thoughts on their minds are, of
the certain legal and social
privileges the marriage is going
to give them. George gets to
stay in America, and Bronte
gets the apartment she wan~s.
Everything is going on its
merry average-artiste-yuppie
course when who should come
a calling but immigration. The
ensuing
comedy . and
romance(?) then begm as·
George and Bronte discover
that they quite possibly hate
each other just enough to stay
married.
Depardieu has several great I
moments of which two piano
solos immediately come to

A

Grab a bite
of home cookin!

>

Now there's home cookin' worth going

vegetables, mashed potatoes and old-

out for, right in your neighborhood. At

fashioned cornbread. Fruit cobblers,

our new Black-eyed Pea Restaurant you'll

homemade from scratch, creamy banana

find all the good food that gives home

pudding, and other tempting desserts. Our

cooking a good name. Like hand-battered,

service and prices will suit your t.aste, too.

chicken fried steak, juicy pot roast, and

So visit the new home of home cooking in

tender ch.arbroiled chicken. Garden-fresh

your neighborhood. The Black-eyed Pea.

t;he 81ack-eyed pea®
RESTAURANT

Home cookin' worth going out for.SM
3150 University Blvd
Winter Park, 679-7576
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"Sex,Lies,andVideotape,"once
again shows her powerful
menagerie of expressions and
subtle glances. She is a little
stiff on a couple of lines.
Nevertheless,
her
performance is a perfect
complement to that of
Depardieu.Asalways, she goes
extremely well from looks of
high elegance to looks' of the
average and every day.
and
Macdowell's
Depardieu's screen comraderie
showsthroughmanytimes,but
I was impressed most by their
juggling of an old ')ust how did
we meet" scene during an
immigration questioning. The
very realistic impromptu
fashion made it surprisingly
refreshing.
Bebe Neuworth also sneaks
in an appearance as Bronte's
friend, Lauren. Neuworth's
loose artsy Lauren is a far cry
from Lilith on "Cheers."
I . was impressed by
everything from came r a
angles to scripting. The
whole film is filled with
beautiful music , emotion,
and expression . The perfect
blend of them at the end is
sure to make your "gooses"
dimple .
If you want · to see
Depardieu, you better catch
this film because rarely does
the bulk of American society
get the opportunity to see a
foreign/minority actor ot
actress of high caliber more
than once at the local
theater.

I mean, look at Ben Kingsley. Where did he and
his academy award go?
There just aren't enough
scripts written for other
than the standard white
male. Its sad, but at the
NAACP Image Awards this
year, the award for best
actress couldn't be awarded
just because there were no
roles for lead minority
· actresses.
So go and see "Green
Card." Its warm, witty and
well worth the money: I also
recommend taking a friend,
one you w o u 1d n' t mind
occupying some common
space with.

.

Writers Wonted

c .onfetti is looking for a few good feature writers.
Qualified candidates will have several semesters of
advanced english or journalism classes, and be
motivated, thought-provoking writers.

If you are inspired, come by our office and fill out an
application or call us at 823-2865.
Please ask for Steven Conner, Confetti editor.

DREAM
FROM PAGE 2
about raging corruption in
the heads of politicians and
the more literal destruction
of forests.
"Mercy Killing" also has
dual meanings.
It is literally about
euthanasia, but is also
about our government's
bombing of Lyb ia. "St.
Valentine's Day" is about
the loneliness of the holiday
spent alone.
My favorite song was "Not
for Second Prize," the last
song on the album.
But the best lyrics are in
"Gaby Says": "If you've got
one dream, shouldn't it be
realized, 'cause if it's only
inside, it starts to drag you
down."

Don't ·
go out
without
your
rubbers.
We're talking about
condoms.
And we're talking
about AIDS.
If you're not sharing
needles with infected
drug user's, there's one
other way you can get
AIDS, and that's sex.
Because when passed
into the bloodstream by
_semen, anybody is
vulnerable to the virus.
There are no vaccines
against AIDS. There are
no cures for it.
And if you get, you'll
likely die.
So if you choose to
have sex, be sure to
carry condoms and tell
your partner to _use
Ler's face it i·f a woman
doesn't look out for
herself, how can she be
sure anyone eise will?
And if he
says no,
so can you.

Al Os

If you think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong.

;
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FROM THE DIRECTOR OF "MY LIFE

As A DoG"

You can

. ''A WARM, FuNNY, TOUCHING MOVIE

THAT WILL HAVE You LAUGHING AND ~RYING.
Spectacular. Once 1s not enough, sec · once Around' twtCc'.'
l 11a l111th1 rom. '-''Nl\f' I\

•

"* ***

A charming, romantic humat~ comedy ~ll o~ ~urprises. ,,
The most fccl-gooc.1 movie of the new year. Richard Drey Iuss 1s m rare form .
l\n111 \\ 11! 1.1 11 1" 111. l ' l .A 'I ~ '' Mt\l .,\:t.INI

"A joyous celebration of life an~ family that is all t~o r~~~·
J lovcc.I

,,

this movie. It deserves an Oscar for cast mg and the actmg 1s superb.
- <hub Knipp f1I J\Ml l1 IR M,\111\/11\1

"Irresistible and feisty. A 'Moonstruck' fable of life and love:'
'

- l t• rhnrl tJ• ~ M11R\l :AN 111lMANMMoA7.IN1

to an

Orlando Premiere
SHOWING
FRIDAY, JAN. 25 or
SATURDAY, 'JAN. 26

The Bellas were one big happy famil y Then Renata mcl Sam .. .

RI Cll AIW DH EY Fl iSS HOLl.Y Hl l TE il
DAN y AIE LLO LAll HA SAN GIACOMO GE1 A HOW LANqS

•

mem.

-Jeff Hunn

~

•

You could win a pair of tickets to a special advance showing of "ONCE AROUND" courtesy of
The Central Florida Future.Trivia Question: What 1989 film starred Holly
Hunter and Richard Dreyfuss as a couple who
were separated by death?
Just stop by The Central Florida Future editorial
office (located next to the health center on campus) today only and the answer to the trivia question to win your free tickets.
Hurry. Tickets are limited and will be awarded on
a first-come, first-served basis.
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